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Abstract: Data cooperative (called “data coop” for short) is an emerging approach in the area of secure data manage-
ment. It promises its users a better protection and control of their data, as compared to the traditional way
of their handling by the data collectors (such as governments, big data companies, and others). However,
for the success of data coops, existing challenges with respect to data management systems need to be ad-
equately addressed. Especially, they concern terms of security and privacy, as well as the power imbalance
between providers/owners and collectors of data. Designing a security and privacy model for a data coop
requires a systematic threat modeling approach that identifies the security landscape, attack vectors, threats,
and vulnerabilities, as well as the respective mitigation strategies. In this paper, we analyze the security of
data cooperatives, identify potential security risks and threats, and suggest adequate countermeasures. We
also discuss existing challenges that hinder the widespread adoption of data coops.

1 INTRODUCTION

A data cooperative as defined in (Pentland et al.,
2019) “refers to the voluntary collaborative pooling
by individuals of their personal data for the benefit of
the membership of the group or community”. It is
currently gaining a lot of attention from researchers
as an approach that can address the power imbalance
and declining trust among data providers and organi-
zations that make profit from the data. Data coops
serve as a fiduciary for the data providers to medi-
ate between them and the data consuming compa-
nies/organizations in order to help them to negotiate
the control and use of the subjects’ personal data.

Although this shared data is regarded as a bedrock
for the new knowledge economy, as it is cen-
tral to government and organizational strategic deci-
sion making, advertisements, sales, research break-
throughs such as vaccine development (Radanliev
et al., 2020), innovations (Chika and Adekunle,
2017), effective contact tracing during a pandemic
etc. We may observe that it is being concentrated
in the hands of only a few companies/organizations.
This way, the data is locked up in disparate, unlinked
silos being inaccessible to smaller companies or indi-
vidual researchers who drive innovations (Blasimme
et al., 2018). We illustrate this in Fig. 1. The result is a
declining of trust between the involved parties. There-

fore, this situation motivated and stimulated a search
for better approaches to managing personal data, es-
pecially those giving a better control to the data own-
ers.
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Figure 1: The big tech data companies collect data from the
users of their services. These companies use the data for
various purposes, e.g., targeted advertisement to the users
and analytics for gaining business insights, while failing to
adequately compensate the data providers.

Despite the numerous benefits as well as a trans-
formative potential, that data cooperatives would of-
fer, some challenges may hinder their implementation
and/or success. One of the main such challenges is the
security and privacy of personal data—that is our fo-
cal point in this paper. In a data coop, the data is an
important asset, which, if compromised, can result in
a great financial loss that may potentially threaten the
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Figure 2: The Data Cooperative Ecosystem.

very existence of coops as a data management mecha-
nism. For instance, in 2013, Target—one of the major
retail stores in the US—was involved in a data breach
that resulted in a loss of about $39 million for resolv-
ing claims by the affected financial organizations. To
avoid such a situation and other dire consequences of
security failures, it is important to identify and prop-
erly address the related security challenges.

To be specific, we will list the following major
challenges, which, in our opinion, are hindering the
widespread adoption of data cooperatives:

1. Security and privacy guarantees for the pooled
data. This includes a deployment of advanced
privacy-preserving technologies for data process-
ing, such as privacy-preserving machine learning,
federated learning, homomorphic encryption, dif-
ferential privacy, and others.

2. A proper balance between strict control of per-
sonal data for the providers and economic value
for the data coop.

3. Inclusivity of governance in a data coop. In par-
ticular, ensuring that all members can participate
in the decision-making process.

4. Establishing and maintaining trust among partici-
pating members and the data coop fiduciaries.

5. Compliance with laws and regulations in the re-
gion(s) covered by the data coop with respect to
the use, storing and deletion of personal data,
portability, privacy, and data interoperability, e.g.,
GDPR1 (The General Data Protection Regula-
tion), HIPAA2 (The Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act), and others.

6. Auditing of the activities of the data coop. There

1https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2016/679/oj
2https://www.hipaa.com/

should be a process that evaluates the fiduciary
duties of the data coop.

7. Lack of awareness on the subject, in particular,
that of potential benefits of data coops.

Our Contributions. To the best of our knowledge,
this paper is the first to discuss data coops with an em-
phasis on security requirements. We, therefore, sum-
marize the contributions of our paper as follows:

• We propose a systematic threat analysis with typ-
ical attack scenarios for data cooperatives.

• We present a detailed classification of threats and
potential vulnerabilities in a data coop.

• Finally, we suggest defense mechanisms against
the identified threats.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED
WORKS

In this section, we briefly describe data cooperatives,
and discuss previous results on threat modeling.

2.1 Data Cooperatives

The concept of data cooperatives is based on a pre-
sumption that there is a stronger impact on the col-
lective data than the individually owned data (Gong,
2022). According to the data coop approach, individ-
uals voluntarily pool their personal data in an institu-
tion and the institution is responsible for effective use
and protection of the aggregated data. The collective
data can be used for various purposes, for instance,
it can be made available to companies with the per-
mission of the data subjects for monetary reward. In
another use case, the members themselves may use
the pooled data to extract better analytical insights as
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compared to when their individual data is used. Ac-
cording to (Pentland and Hardjono, 2020), a data coop
ecosystem as shown in Fig. 2 comprises the data co-
operative as a legal entity, members of the coop, and
the external entities (or “queriers”) who interact with
the coop. Any interested individual who contributes
their personal data (e.g., health data) to the coop may
become its member.

Data coops can exist in a variety of forms de-
pending on the kind of data that is pooled, and who
are the potential members and queriers. Let us dis-
cuss some specific examples. Authors in (Blasimme
et al., 2018), proposed a health data coop that makes
health data more available for research as compared
to data processing in individual organizational silos.
An existing coop, which follows this approach, is MI-
DATA3. Data coops also have the potential to em-
power data providers by granting better control in the
use of their data (Pentland et al., 2019). One example
is HAT4, a platform that grants individuals the right
to the ownership of their personal data. The work
(Hardjono and Pentland, 2019) discussed a data coop
which is focused on decentralized data management.
The Enigma platform (Zyskind et al., 2015) adds pri-
vacy to the data coop solution, thus enabling multi-
party computation on data while protecting them from
unauthorized access.

2.2 Previous Results on Threat
Modeling

Threat modeling is a systematic approach to focus-
ing on the vulnerabilities of a system through a pro-
cess of analyzing and validating the respective threats
and their mitigation methods. There exist a lot of ap-
proaches to threat modeling, which can be applied de-
pending on the architecture/system to be protected,
such as STRIDE (Microsoft, 2022), PASTA (Uce-
daVelez, 2012), and LINDDUN (Wuyts and Joosen,
2015), to mention just a few.

Although there are variations in the threat mod-
eling approaches listed above, we observe that they
generally share the following steps: (i) identifying the
items of value in the system (the assets) and the secu-
rity landscape; (ii) identifying the attack entry points;
(iii) defining potential attack taxonomy; (iv) identi-
fying the threats and vulnerabilities; and (v) propos-
ing countermeasures to the respective security gaps.
We emphasize that none of the above-mentioned ap-
proaches have been applied specifically to our use
case of a data cooperative. Therefore, the main goal

3https://www.midata.coop/en/home/
4https://www.hubofallthings.com/

of our work is to close this gap by constructing the re-
spective threat model, and then proposing mitigation
strategies for the identified vulnerabilities. In addi-
tion, we discuss the existing challenges for this topic.

3 THREAT MODELING FOR
DATA COOPERATIVES

3.1 Assets in a Data Cooperative

An asset of a data cooperative can be defined as any
component of value within the system that is worth
securing. Depending on the business goal of a data
cooperative, the set of assets may differ. In Table 1,
we list the assets which are common to any typical
data coop.

Table 1: Assets in a Data Cooperative.

Asset Description
Data Members’ personal data, pooled to-

gether; the most important asset of a data
coop.

Resources Assets such as algorithms, models, web-
sites, applications, and software used to
process the data. Others include identity,
consent management, and access control
tools, reputation management systems,
etc.

Hardware
and Storage
Facilities

Data center facilities for storing and pro-
cessing the data: hardware components
and their peripherals, including comput-
ing devices and cloud servers.

User
Credentials

Login details with which users are au-
thenticated and granted access to re-
sources in the data coop.

User
Devices

Client devices to be used for communi-
cation with the data coop, e.g., personal
computers, smartphones, etc.

Incentives Form of motivation to the data sub-
jects for their participation in the data
pooling, such as monetary rewards, im-
proved reputation, and information gain.

3.2 Points of Entry

An attack entry point is an avenue through which an
attacker can exploit the system. For a data coop as
a complex system, the entry points may be difficult
to predict, as in principle, an attacker can break in
through any component to which they can gain ac-
cess. We list some of such entry points in Table 2.
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Table 2: Attack Entry Points.

Entry Point Description
Members Both current and former members of a data cooperative can be an attack entry point. Business process flaws, negligence

of security audits, lack of risk analysis, poor security awareness of the members, missed security patches, improper
waste disposal, and insufficient security/IT capacity are a few of the issues that make the participating individuals an
attack entry point.

Technology The various technologies used by members of the coop can be a source of security vulnerability, e.g., data sharing
or pooling system, storing data on mobile devices, legacy systems without adequate security maintenance, internet
browsers used to access the system, etc.

Network There exist a variety of attack entry points provided by the network used by the data coop. For instance, unprotected
network communication channels, open physical connections, IP addresses and ports, insecure network architecture,
unused user IDs, etc.

Hardware Hardware such as data storage devices, workstations, and servers are susceptible to flaws that may arise due to envi-
ronmental conditions (e.g., dust, heat, humidity, etc.), design fault/defects, and flawed configurations, as well as the
hardware being out of date (Salau et al., 2018).

Software The software used by coop and/or its members can be a point of entry for an attack. Some of the related vulnerabil-
ities are connected to insufficient testing, bugs, and design faults, unchecked user input, inadequate audit trail, use of
unnecessary software such as bloatware, software as a service (SaaS) that relinquish control of data.

3.3 Attack Taxonomy

In this subsection, we briefly discuss various types of
attacks against a data cooperative. Specifically, we
classify the attacks into three main categories: access
level, attack strategy, and motive.

3.3.1 Attacker’s Access Level

An attacker can either be internal or external to the
system based on their access level. Internal attackers
are primarily insiders who have legitimate access to
the use of the system. In this context, the individuals
that make up the membership, the leaders, and the ex-
ternal entities who are given legal access to the data
coop are regarded as internal attackers. These exter-
nal entities (or data collectors) can be research institu-
tions, data companies, etc. The external attackers are
generally all other kinds of attackers who do not have
legitimate access to the system.

3.3.2 Attacker’s Strategy

The strategy of an adversary attacking data cooper-
ative can be sub-categorized as follows. Technical
vs. non-technical: In a technical attack, the adver-
sary uses sophisticated software, system knowledge,
and expertise, while in a non-technical attack, the ad-
versary adopts deception to have insiders reveal sen-
sitive information or perform actions that could com-
promise security of the data coop, e.g., phishing and
other types of social engineering. Active vs. passive:
An active attack disrupts the normal operations and
functionality of the coop such as a denial of service
(DoS) attack, while a passive attack monitors and pos-
sibly analyzes network traffic for vulnerabilities with
the aim of gathering information about the coop sys-

tem. Physical vs. logical: A physical attack is per-
formed directly against the data coop systems, hence
resulting in physical damage to a device(s) or changes
to the system configuration/properties. A logical at-
tack does not directly cause physical damage to de-
vices yet results in them not functioning properly.

3.3.3 Attacker’s Motive

Due to the lack of space, we will only list the fol-
lowings major types of attackers’ motivation: profit,
espionage, rivalry, and FIG (Fun, Ideology, Grudge).
They will be discussed in detail in the full version of
this paper.

4 SECURITY ANALYSIS FOR
DATA COOPERATIVES

A threat is a potential danger concerning harm or loss
to an asset of a system, while vulnerability is a po-
tential attack point of entry to the system (Dahbur
et al., 2011). As identified in Sec. 2, there are many
threat modeling strategies available in the literature.
In this paper, we use the STRIDE (Microsoft, 2022)
model due to its categorization of threats in a man-
ner that helps security professionals to provide an-
swers about their system on the core aspects of infor-
mation security—confidentiality, integrity, availabil-
ity, and others (Stallings et al., 2012) (see Table 3).

4.1 Threats and Vulnerabilities

Next, we will discuss some potential threats and vul-
nerabilities in a data cooperative, which are catego-
rized according to the STRIDE model.
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Table 3: STRIDE Threat Categories and Security Viola-
tions.

Type of Threat What Was Violated
Spoofing Authentication

Tampering Integrity
Repudiation Non-repudiation

Information Disclosure Confidentiality
Denial of Service (DoS) Availability

Elevation of privilege Authorization

Spoofing. Identity theft. Here, an attacker can steal
the identity of a legitimate user to gain unauthorized
access to the data cooperative system (various mali-
cious tactics may be used). Content Spoofing. The
adversary maliciously modifies data, which are sent
between two members of the cooperatives. Device
Spoofing. An adversary via eavesdropping intercepts
a device or IP information of legitimate users in or-
der to carry out a replay attack. Session Spoofing.
Here, the adversary steals login credentials from le-
gitimate users for future use. Typically, the adversary
deployed the Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) or passive
eavesdropping attack.
Tampering. Data tampering. In a data coop, the
pooled data is a primary target for an attack. Like-
wise, the algorithms and software code—that it uses
to manipulate the data—may be altered by an adver-
sary. Timestamp tampering. The time at which an
event occurred may be a crucial component of a data
coop, such as, for instance, in a neighborhood-watch
data coop (Salau et al., 2021). An attacker can manip-
ulate timestamps, e.g., in order to make it appear that
an event occurred at a different time. Log files tam-
pering. Log files help to keep track of events happen-
ing behind the scene (Forte, 2009). An adversary can
manipulate log file to cover up some other malicious
activities it carried out. Storage tampering. Here, an
attacker targets the data store intending to modify the
data stored in it.
Repudiation. Content repudiation. In this form of
attack, a malicious member in a data cooperative can
deny sending, receiving, or manipulating some data.
This can be backed up with log file tampering. Ac-
tivity hiding. This is a situation where an adversary,
after gaining access to the target system and carrying
out an attack, also covers their track by carrying out
passive attacks, e.g., in a hope to overfill the log files
and hence to hide their malicious activities.
Information Disclosure User Information and Data
disclosure/breaches. This covers an unauthorized ac-
cess to sensitive personal data, such as users’ health
information, credentials, credit card details and so on
which requires protection by laws such as GDPR. Ap-
plication Error Display. When applications encounter
an error and display an error message to the user, such

the message may reveal sensitive information to an at-
tacker. Device Information Disclosure. An intruder
may intercept a communication between legitimate
users and may discover device information such as its
type, IP address, and/or location, which may used to
coordinate future attacks.
Denial of Service DoS. Here, an adversary makes the
system inaccessible or unusable to legitimate users.
An example is making the pooled data unavailable ei-
ther through packet flooding or by exploiting vulnera-
bilities that can lead the system to crash. DDoS. This
can be seen as multiple simultaneous DoS attacks on
a system. For example, multiple sources can launch
such the attack on the data processing algorithms, for
instance, overloading the system with “computation-
ally expensive” requests.
Elevation of Privilege. Unauthorized Privilege to
Restricted Data. An internal adversary, for instance,
may be able to access data above its access level
through malicious tactics such as phishing, brute
force, or identity theft. Abuse of privileges. A legit-
imate user with admin privileges may attack the sys-
tem by granting elevated privileges to unauthorized
users.

4.2 Mitigation Strategies

In this section, we discuss various mitigation strate-
gies and countermeasures to the threats and vulnera-
bilities identified in the previous section. Again, we
use the STRIDE modeling approach in order to match
the mitigation strategies to the vulnerabilities men-
tioned in Sec. 4.1.
Spoofing. Let us first discuss the countermeasures
against spoofing. Network Monitoring. The network
and communication channels must be well monitored
for atypical activities using specialized network mon-
itoring security tools. Authentication. Authentication
systems must be robust. Connections between devices
should be authenticated using secure systems such
as IPSec, domain authentication, and others. More-
over, the members of the coop must adhere strictly to
strong password policies. Packet Filtering. The coop
should deploy packet filtering with deep packet in-
spection (DPI) techniques in order to detect anomalies
such as outgoing traffic with IP address not consistent
with that of the coop’s network. Encryption. Data
should be encrypted both at rest and in transit. Secure
network protocols, such as Transport Layer Security
(TLS), IPSec, and SSH, help to prevent spoofing at-
tacks.
Tampering. Cryptographic data integrity mecha-
nisms. Hash-based data integrity schemes such as
HMAC can be used to ensure authenticity of the data
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when transmitted. The blockchain is another technol-
ogy that has been recently applied for data manage-
ment, e.g., for keeping immutable logs of activities,
especially for medical data. Authenticated encryp-
tion. Cryptographic primitives that combine encryp-
tion and data integrity into a single interface.
Repudiation. Digital Signatures. Using a digital sig-
nature is an effective approach to preventing repudia-
tion(Piper, 2019). This would help to prevent either a
sender or receiver from denying the actions they car-
ried out. Audit Trails. Having a secure and tamper-
resistant log of events as well as an audit log will help
to enforce accountability, i.e., to identify who carried
out certain actions.
Information Disclosure. The US government in the
year 2021 gave an executive order on requirements
to improve the nation’s cybersecurity(Biden, 2021) to
prevent information and data leakage. Accordingly, a
data cooperative must prevent data leakage that may
lead to information disclosure. Some techniques that
can help achieve this are listed below. Permissions
and Access Control Monitoring. A proper and regu-
lar evaluation of permissions and access rights would
help to quickly spot elevated privileges before they
are abused or exploited. Avoid Self-Signed Certifi-
cates. Certificates used on all communication chan-
nels by the members should be signed by a trusted
certificate authority (CA). Proper Software Testing.
Warning and error messages that are thrown by soft-
ware applications should be properly vetted for sensi-
tive information during software development and/or
testing.
Denial of Service. Network Monitoring. Similarly
to the countermeasures against spoofing, the network
traffic should be monitored and analyzed for abnor-
mal activities. The use of firewalls and/or intrusion
detection systems will help to detect and block un-
wanted traffic, thus helping to counter (D)DoS at-
tacks. Good Response Plan and Redundancy. Al-
though this may appear as a reactive measure to
a DDoS, members of a data cooperative should be
aware of the security landscape and responsibilities
in the event of a (D)DoS attack. Preparing a backup
to servers and other network devices would also re-
duce the system downtime in case of a (D)DoS attack
against the data coop.
Elevation of Privilege. Principle of Least Privilege.
A user should only be given the privilege needed to
execute a task. This can be achieved with the im-
plementation of appropriate access rights and access
lists (Gegick and Barnum, 2013). Authorization and
Authentication. Only legitimate, authorized, and au-
thenticated users should be able to execute actions on
a resource.

5 CONCLUSION

Systematic threat and security analysis are essential to
the development of a system such as a data coop. In
this paper, we presented security and privacy as ma-
jor challenges which data coops will be facing in the
near future. Then, we presented some typical threats
and vulnerabilities for such systems. In order to ad-
dress them, we presented the respective countermea-
sures. Our model will be helpful for developers and
security professionals of data management systems in
identifying potential security risks for a data coop and
building effective defense mechanisms.
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